[Comparison of therapeutical effect between arterial interventional chemotherapy and venous chemotherapy on bulky or locally advanced cervical cancer].
To investigate the therapeutical effect of arterial interventional chemotherapy and venous chemotherapy on bulky or locally advanced cervical cancer. A retrospective study was carried out on 174 patients with bulky or locally advanced cervical cancers admitted to our hospital from Sept 1997 to Sept 2003. The therapeutical, toxic and adverse effects of either arterial interventional or venous chemotherapy were analyzed and compared. Among those 174 patients, 69 were given arterial interventional chemotherapy. Patients with cervical adenocarcinoma received cisplatin, fluorouracil, mitomycin C, and patients with squamous carcinoma of cervix were treated with bleomycin, cisplatin. The effective rate was 81%, and the rate of surgery after chemotherapy was 67%. While in the venous chemotherapy group, 105 patients were treated with the same chemotherapeutical schemes and doses as in arterial interventional chemotherapy group. The effective rate was 83% and the rate of surgery after chemotherapy was 70%. The differences between these two groups showed no significance (P > 0.05). No intolerable toxic and adverse effects were noticed during neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The 3- and 5-year survival rates of arterial interventional chemotherapy group were 76%, 70% respectively, and those of venous chemotherapy group were 78%, 71% respectively, without significant difference (P > 0.05). Neoadjuvant chemotherapy is a safe and effective means for treating patients with bulky or locally advanced cervical cancer. The therapeutical effects of venous and arterial interventional chemotherapy are similar. And no intolerable toxic and adverse effects were noticed during neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Venous administration is easy and inexpensive and less demanding for special equipment. It shows promising prospect in clinical application.